
Here's an estimate of the potential ROI (Return on Investment) for a property 
purchased in Nuevo Vallarta for $209,500 USD and rented out on Airbnb for $150 USD 
per night: 

Disclaimer: It's important to remember that this is a fictional scenario and the 
following is just an estimate based on assumptions. The actual ROI can vary 
significantly depending on various factors. 

Factors Affecting ROI 

• Rental Income: Airbnb rentals typically have fluctuating occupancy rates 
compared to traditional rentals. 

• Occupancy Rate: This highly impacts your income and depends on factors like 
location, seasonality, and listing strategy. 

• Nightly Rate: While $150 is specified, this might change based on competition 
and season. 

• Annual Expenses: Property taxes, maintenance costs, cleaning fees, vacancy 
rates, and Airbnb management fees will all eat into your profits. 

• Property Appreciation: The potential for the property value to increase over 
time. This is not specified here. 

• Holding Period: How long you intend to hold onto the property before selling it. 

Assumptions 

• Nightly Rate: $150 USD 
• Occupancy Rate: 70% (This is an estimate and can vary depending on location 

and season) 
• Days in a year: 365 
• Annual Expenses: 15% of the purchase price ($31,425) to account for Airbnb 

specific expenses  [This can vary] 
• Property Appreciation: Not specified (assumed 0%) 
• Holding Period: 5 years 

Calculations 

• Nights Rented per Year: 365 days/year * 70% occupancy rate = 255.5 
nights/year (rounded to 256 nights for calculation) 

• Annual Rental Income: $150/night * 256 nights = $38,400 
• Total Rental Income over 5 years: $38,400/year x 5 years = $192,000 
• Total Expenses over 5 years: $31,425/year x 5 years = $157,125 

 

 



Estimated Total ROI 

• Total ROI = Property Value After Appreciation + Total Rental Income - Total 
Expenses - Purchase Price 

• ROI = $209,500 (no appreciation assumed) + $192,000 - $157,125 - $209,500 
• ROI = $35,375 

Estimated ROI Percentage 

• ROI Percentage = (Total ROI / Purchase Price) x 100 
• ROI Percentage = ($35,375 / $209,500) x 100 
• ROI Percentage = 16.89% 

Result 

Based on these assumptions, the estimated ROI after 5 years is $35,375, with an ROI 
percentage of 16.89%. This suggests a potential profit on the investment over this 
period. 

Important Note 

• Occupancy Rate: The 70% occupancy rate is an estimate and can significantly 
impact your results. Researching Airbnb rental data for similar properties in 
Nuevo Vallarta can help you get a more accurate picture. 

• Annual Expenses: The 15% annual expense estimate might not account for all 
costs. Unexpected repairs, fluctuations in property taxes or Airbnb fees can 
further impact ROI. 

• Property Appreciation: Since property appreciation is not factored in, the ROI 
might be more positive if the property value increases over time. However, 
future appreciation cannot be guaranteed. 

Recommendations 

• Conduct thorough research on the Nuevo Vallarta Airbnb market, including 
typical occupancy rates for similar properties. 

• Investigate property taxes, maintenance costs, cleaning fees, and typical Airbnb 
management fees in the area. 

• Consider using a dynamic pricing tool to optimize your nightly rate throughout 
the year. 

• Consult with a financial advisor or a professional experienced with Airbnb 
rentals for personalized guidance on your specific situation. 

 


